New contest for Week 1081:
It's the stupid, stupid, stupid.

"Do you think humans will ever walk on the moon? I was just disproving and thinking today about how crazy it was that a person has walked on the moon and Mars. Do you think they could do it?"

"It's the stupid, stupid, stupid."

Your mission is to define. Write us stupid questions that will stump the nation's leading dictionary writers.

"Do you want to go to a television show?"
"When did the Mona Lisa originally begin to paint?"
"Why is the sun yellow?"

Finalists receive a Loser mug, either FirStink of FirStink's Dad or an offbeat Loser mug. Honorable mentions get a lusted-after Loser magnet, either a firStink or an offbeat Loser magnet. This week's honorable-mentions subhead is by Jordan Rosenblum.
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